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General Comment

the cdc is on a power trip, seeking to get a lot of tax dollars for work they do ineffectively and 
this project should be shut down. its budget should be zero tax dollars. this agency deserves a 
grade of f minus. it is completely negligent and ineffective.it lies to the public too. this agency 
is a fat cat bloated bureaucracy secreted totally corrupt Washington dc. its work is seriously 
flawed. cdc can and will do nothing about this but take the public's money. the local cop and 
judges can do far more on this issue than the fat cat bloated bureaucrats who could care less in 
corrupt Washington dc. the high salaries and costs of bureaus like this one cause the extremely 
high taxes that are taking most of the wages that the average working person makes so nothing 
is left to live on. that causes quarrels aboutmoney in the partnership the main violence that 
happens is over money and Washington dc and the other taxing authorities, local, county, state 
together take so much in taxes nothing is left to live on. this causes conflict. so that shuttind 
down stupid propect proposals like this one that hurt the public will help save these situations. 
we need less taxation so people have some money left to live on. the povery rate is exploding 
for everybody in America. we have no jobs here. we allow china to ship in all this crap that 
breaks down l mnth after you buy it. we need to make products here in America. I oppose any 
funding of this project. this agency needs new management and to produce more for less 
money. they need to step up and do the jobs they are already assigned. they do not need more 
projects or to stick their fingers into any more projects. they need to find the reason the autism 
rate is one in 25 kids in new jesey caused by their vaccines. their research is way off the beam. 
shut down this project and do better at the jobs you alreadyhave. 
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